BASIC COMPASS USE, MAP
ORIENTATION AND
NAVIGATION

N O R T H E R N N E VA D A P R E P P E R S G R O U P

UNDERSTANDING A COMPASS
• A compass is dial or a metal needle suspended so as to
turn freely in a circle marked by either degrees or simple
directions such as North, South, East and West.
• It has a magnetized point or needle which represents
North.
• A compass points to Magnetic North.
• A compass is made up of 360 degrees around its outer
circle.

GENERAL TYPES OF COMPASSES
• A Military Lensatic
Compass is generally
your most accurate or
precision field
compass. They are very
rugged.

• Baseplate or Protractor
Compasses are easy to
use on maps. Some
can sight on distant
objects to determine
an azimuth.

GENERAL TYPES OF COMPASSES
• Pocket Compass. Not as
accurate as Lensatic or
Protractor compass but
can provide the user a
general sense of
direction.

• Button Compasses.
Popular in survival kits and
on watches but can
easily give false readings
and are not very
accurate.

GENERAL TYPES OF COMPASSES
• Survival and toy compasses. Stay away from these gimmicks
because they are not close to accurate. Might not even be
able to find a magnet much less home.

POINTS OF A COMPASS
• The points of a compass can be represented by the
degrees of a compass. There are 360 degrees in a
circle.
• North is 0 (or 360) degrees.
• East is 90
• South is 180
• West is 270

OTHER COMMON POINTS OF A
COMPASS
•
•
•
•
•

Northeast is equal to 45 degrees.
Southeast is equal to 135 degrees
Southwest is equal to 225 degrees
Northwest is equal to 315 degrees.
These directions are 90 degrees from each other as
you progress around the compass.

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL
• Because a compass always points to magnetic
north your direction of travel is referenced from that
North 0 degree mark by the direction in which you
are moving.
• As an example; if you travel at 45 degrees you are
moving in a Northeast direction.
• 195 degrees travel would mean you are traveling in
a South by Southwest direction. South is 180 degrees
and South West is 225 degrees. You are closer to
South (180) then Southwest (225) so you include that
when stating direction.

DETERMINING AN AZIMUTH
• The horizontal angle or direction of a compass bearing is
an azimuth.
• In effect, it is your bearing or what direction you are
traveling.
• If you are traveling East you are moving on an azimuth of
90 degrees, or simply stated, “easterly bearing.”
• Military people use degrees where civilians generally use
bearing. Degrees are more accurate to precisely
pinpoint locations over long distances.
• The U.S. Military also uses MILS for specific mathematical
calculations. MILS are like degrees but there are 6400
MILS on a U.S. compass. Russian and Arabic compasses
use 6000 MILS. MILS are not generally used in the U.S. for
land navigation or traveling.

WHAT’S MY AZIMUTH?
• If I am in Luluville and I want to travel to Louberg I
would travel on an azimuth of 45 degrees.
• If I am in Luluville and I want to travel to Ipple I
would travel on an azimuth of 90 degrees.

READING AN AZIMUTH
• From where you are on a map, draw a straight line to where
you want to go. Place the center of your compass on your
location and where that line crosses the outer ring is your
azimuth. In this example I would travel on an azimuth of
approximately 148 degrees to get to the Brooklyn Navy Yards
from Tenement Museum.

SIGHTING AN AZIMUTH
• By pointing your compass to a physical location, such
as a mountain top, a tower or a building you can
read the azimuth from where you are to that point to
determine you direction of travel or azimuth.

USING YOUR COMPASS
• Hold the compass flat and steady and away from your body.
• Magnetic jewelry and some metal items will dramatically
affect the results of your compass reading. Remove those
items or hold the compass away from the source.
• Large metal objects, such as cars or metal buildings will affect
your readings. Move away from them.
• High tension power lines and some transformers
will affect your results.

USING YOUR COMPASS
• Dressing like a pirate will not affect negatively your
readings and it makes you look cool when
navigating.

ORIENTATING A MAP
• The top of map is always North unless otherwise
specified.
• Different maps use different symbols for North but
they generally look like these.

MAKING THE MAP AND TERRAIN
MATCH EACH OTHER
• It is important to match your map to your surroundings to
determine where you are and if you will be going in the right
direction when beginning to navigate.
• Knowing where North is to where you physically are and
knowing where North is on the map will allow you to match
the two up.
• Look around you and identify what you see to the features on
your map. Make sure you know where you are on the map.

MAKING THE MAP AND COMPASS
WORK TOGETHER
• You can use your compass and map together to
match the magnetic north from your compass to
the north on your map.

THE DIFFERENT NORTH'S
• There are 3 different North's to know about.
• Magnetic North - where the needle on a compass points. The
magnetic pole of the earth which is in the North Eastern part
of Canada.
• Grid North - the upward direction along the vertical gridlines
on a map. Used in topographical maps with grid overlays.
• True North - the northern direction by sight in a general area.
This is the geographical North Pole where all the meridians of
longitude intersect at the top of the earth.

MAP NORTH VS. MAGNETIC NORTH
• MAGNETIC DECLINATION = The angle between True
North and Magnetic North (on charts this is referred
to as Magnetic Variation).
• The compass will point to a different north than the
map. The degree of difference is located in the
map legend (information portion).
• The magnetic declination for Ft. Churchill, Nevada is
14.5 degrees.
• Orientating your map’s true North to the compass
North will provide you an accurate magnetic
azimuth to follow.

DECLINATION – MAP & COMPASS

MAP LEGENDS
• Most every map has a Legend section in the
bottom of the map to identify what the symbols
mean, the scale of the map and how to identify
major map features.
• Depending on the type of map, the legends will be
different. Road maps generally use all the same
symbols and legend though.

TYPES OF MAPS
• Topographical maps are very detailed maps used to
show the relief and the elevation of the land. They have
a grid overlay and come in different scales. You can use
these to calculate a location to within 10M (33 feet).
Used by the military and Forestry type departments.

TYPES OF MAPS
• Road maps are readily available, easy to use and the most
common type of map.
• They do not show elevation though and are only truly
detailed where there are roads.
• As an example, you won’t find a road map of the Sahara
Desert or Artic Circle.
• Since most of world is covered by some kind of road and
most people live near a population, they suit us for
practically all our needs. Have a set for your immediate
area and critical designations on hand.

TYPES OF MAPS
• Strip maps are “brochure” type maps that do not
provide much navigation detail, are generally not in
scale but do show prominent landmarks and
locations. You see these at amusement parks, resort
designations, city transportation lines and such. You
can navigate with these, just not precisely.

TYPES OF MAPS
• Nautical maps are detailed maps of water ways
showing depth, shipping channels and lanes,
mooring and docks, land masses and sea monsters.

TYPES OF MAPS
• Aviation maps are very detailed topographical maps that
show flight corridors, specific air space restrictions, ground
relief elevations as well as aviation beacons used for radio/
electronic navigation and the location of airports and landing
strips. These maps are very large scale.

TYPES OF MAPS SUMMARY
• Generally any type of map that is in uniform scale will
get you where you want to go with reasonable
accuracy.
• Topographical maps show the relief of the ground and
sometimes locations of buildings and landmarks. You
need a protractor to accurately use these maps. These
are very accurate maps that can get with within feet of
a location rivaled only by GPS units.
• Road maps show the roadways and major landmarks
and are readily available and very easy to use. Keep a
current set of where you live as well as where you would
generally go.

NAVIGATION NECESSITIES
• In order to navigate accurately you need to know
three basic but critical pieces of information.
• Where am I on the ground and where is that on the map?
• What direction am I going?
• How far do I need to go and how far have I gone?

MEASURING MAP DISTANCE
• On all maps other than non-scale strip maps, there is a map
scale in the legend section of the map to show you the
measurements to convert to ground distance. These scales
are generally the same.
• Lensatic Compasses and Base Compasses have a measuring
ruler in the side of the unit used to measure distance on a map
to do the mathematical calculations necessary to convert to
actual ground distance.
• As an example, 1 inch on the map may indicate 1000 yards.

MEASURING MAP DISTANCE
• To determine distance, draw a straight line to each point on the
map you are going to, called waypoints and measure that line. Use
the scale to convert map distance to ground distance.
• Getting from point A to point B does not always mean a straight line
due to obstacles in your path such as buildings, water, mountains/
cliffs, and the layout of roads.
• You may need to chart several waypoints on a map to get to your
final designation, such as you would when following a road map.
On a road map those are indicated by turns and such.

MEASURING WALKING DISTANCE
• When on foot, you need a means to measure the
distance you have walked to know how far you’ve
gone.
• This is called “measuring your pace.”
• The common unit of measurement when walking is
in yards or meters. A football field is 100 yards. An
international soccer field is 100 meters.
• There is 3 feet in a yard and 3’ 3” in a meter.
• An average adult will take between 62 to 72 full
strides in 100 yards/meters.

MEASURING YOUR PACE
• You will use a pace count to measure the distance
you have walked.
• Taking a known distance of 100 yards/meters, count
the number of times either your left or right foot
strikes the ground when walking that distance. This
becomes your pace count. Don’t count each step
otherwise it becomes too much to keep track of.
• As an example, your left foot strikes the ground 62
times when walking 100 yards you now know how to
measure 100 yards when walking.

WHAT AFFECTS YOUR PACE
• Understand that when becoming fatigued your pace will
change.
• Traveling over rough terrain, sand, loose gravel, going up or
down hill will change your pace quite a bit.
• You will take more and shorter steps at night than during the
day.
• Walking around obstacles will deceive your pace by adding
steps but not ground distance, such as big bushes and rocks,
washed out parts of a trail and avoiding rough parts of the
trail.
• Have landmarks in your route if possible to use as checkpoints
to keep your distance measurements as accurate as possible.
• As an example, measure the map distance to a prominent
landmark on the map and compare your pace count results
to the map results when you reach it. If the road is 250 yards
away, did you count 250 yards or more when you reached it?
Adjust your pace count as necessary.

STAYING ON COURSE
• It is very difficult to stay on course even for the most
highly trained and experienced people. Depending
on your dominant side, you will naturally favor that
side when walking and you will begin to veer in that
direction.
• This is why people go in circles when trying to walk
out of an area in a survival situation. It is a common
thing.
• A compass will keep you on the straight and
narrow.

STAYING ON COURSE
• Take short azimuths and walk to exact points such as the
branch on a tree, the third rock on the left, the clump of
grass by the bush.
• The trick is to walk a short distance and take another
azimuth sighting to another target spot. It is like leap
frogging your way out of an area. Keep the distances
short!
• Walk with the compass in front of you and use it to stay
on course.
• If you veer off route due to obstacles have a target spot
to go to after negotiating the obstacle.
• As an example, box step around an obstacle rather than
swing wide.

STAYING ON COURSE
• IMPORTANT: Go back to your last known position if you aren’t
where you should be.
• Once you are off course and you continue on, you are now
officially lost.
• If you expected to reach a landmark and you have traveled the
correct distance and you didn’t find it, STOP!
• Recheck your map and recalculate your math. If you can see
your last waypoint, check the azimuth back to that location by
using a reverse azimuth (your current azimuth degree reading
plus or minus180 degrees.)
• If your math is right then you walked on the wrong azimuth or your
pace is off. GO BACK to where you were last correct and start
again. It is safer and easier to go back than plod ahead hoping
to find the next correct waypoint.
• Land navigation is about accuracy, not time. You have the time
to stay on course but once lost, you are out of options and time is
now working against you.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
• Get a good compass. It’s worth the money,
especially if your life depends on it.
• Get a current and detailed map of the area you
are going to be in.
• Know where you are on the map and orientate
yourself to it.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
• Determine where you want to go, the waypoints to
your goal and the azimuths to get there.
• Sight your azimuth and use your compass to stay on
course when walking.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
• Keep short distances as much as possible and
navigate to waypoints using landmarks as a means
to check yourself on the way. Don’t walk in circles.
• If you aren’t where you’re supposed to be, go back
to where you last knew where you were correct.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
• Check yourself often.
• Make sure nothing is interfering with an accurate
compass reading.
• Stay calm, take your time and don’t guess and you
will always find your way to your designation.

QUESTIONS?

